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COMPILATION: Is AP-C or AP-2 better for future engineers? 
 
Date:    Fri, 9 Feb 2018  
From:    Jane Jackson <jane.jackson@ASU.EDU> 
Subject: Which AP sequence is better for engineering: AP-1 & AP-2? or AP-1 and AP-C? 
    A physics teacher - leader at at an International School in Chiang Mai , Thailand 
(www.cmis.ac.th ) asks: 
  ----------------------- 
What choices of AP Physics courses will be of most value to those of  my students who plan to 
study engineering?  I'm currently teaching AP Physics 1, and I wonder what is a "best" plan for 
curriculum design.  Would a student be better prepared for engineering  if they had AP Physics 1 
and AP Physics C Mechanics as background?  or would the combination of AP Physics 1 and 2 
be better as a more comprehensive series of courses? (All of my students will have had AP 
Chemistry, so the choice of physics courses is the issue.) 
  ------------------------- 
Date:    Sat, 10 Feb 2018  
From:    Holly McTernan, a Modeling Workshop leader in Ohio 
     My personal opinion (bias) is that if a student has had a year of any level of physics which is 
mainly the study of mechanics, you do that student a disservice to give him a second year of 
mechanics as in AP C Mechanics. 
    However, AP 2, while offering a survey of more of the delightful topics of study that physics 
has to offer, may not prepare the student for some of the rigor she will later face, and students 
report to me it is not as well respected by colleges as the C courses (America).  Those interested 
in STEM seem less interested in pursuing further algebraic studies. 
     Since my school determined that they would no longer offer a first year AP C Mechanics 
course followed by a second year of AP 2 or AP C E&M, we offer as a second year option a 
full year of AP C E&M for the student interested in STEM. 
    The students continue to put into practice their mechanics skills while learning completely 
new and different skills and models as well as being introduced to another suite of topics.  They 
get a taste of the rigor of the depth of the C course and mathematical applications in a highly 
theoretical way even as they conduct technically challenging experiments. 
  It isn't in the curriculum, but where possible, I try to work in as many of the practical 
applications of the topics to other areas as I can.  For instance it makes sense to work in 
photoelectric effect and work in atomic structure and nuclear physics where possible, since the 
background they are gaining in E&M allows them to actually follow and understand some of 
those experiments. 
    It has worked well over the past 9 years, though the number of students is usually small and so 
admin is not always a fan. 
     I have had the opportunity to do IB SL which is similar to AP1 + AP2 and I thought those 
students were also well prepared by having a full survey of topics in physics available to them. 
     I think it is possible that leaving students to believe physics is solely classical mechanics 
leaves them feeling physics is too small and they are less likely to pursue and become excited by 
it. 


